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Interconnect properties have become increasingly important for overall system performance and yield. Early evaluation and estimation of interconnect properties on all levels of design are crucial for fast design convergence. This Special Section aims at providing a view on the latest developments in system level interconnect prediction techniques. Papers that build on results published in the last System Level Interconnect Prediction Workshop (SLIP 2006) are especially welcomed but new submissions are more than welcome as well.
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- **Interconnect prediction methodology:** statistical properties of complex interconnect systems, techniques and calibrations for interconnect estimation, estimation of interconnect design parameters
- **Applications in system design:** interconnect parameter and yield estimation for use in architecture design and EDA, interconnect planning for specific objectives or target technologies
- **Applications in technology evaluation:** interconnect technology prediction for roadmap projections, evaluation of interconnect technologies in a system’s context, architectural effects of interconnect optimization

Authors are encouraged to submit original, high-quality research contributions that will not require major revisions.
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